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Let I%/ he a continuous two-parameter LJ-mlftingale.vonishingon the axes. andja GJ-function. 
In ItC;‘s formula for j’( &I;) II new martinpalc <f ii involved. This martingale can he interprctcd 
formally as the stochastic integral j,l, Ma,hl artd’i~ coincides with the mxtinpale j,, introduced 
by Cairoli and Walsh when M is strong. In this paper we prove that if hl hus path-indcpendcnt 
variation. then hl and hi are orthopomll. Alw. we pive some counter-examplcc to the reciprocal 
implkltiorl. 
two-pxrarnetcr m;irting;llcx l quadr;,tic v;lriation * path-indcpcndcnt vari;llion 
0. Introduction 
The restriction of a continuous two-parameter martingale along any increasing 
and continuous path on rW?,, is a one-parameter martingale for which we can compute 
its quadratic variation. A continuous two-parameter martingale is said to have 
path-independent variation (p.i.v.) if the quadratic variation along all increasing 
and continuous paths from the origin and with the same end point has the same 
value. This notion was introduced by Wong and Zakai [15]. It was shown in [2] 
that continuous strong martingales have path-independent variation, and the 
reciprocal implication is not true in general (see [73). 
Let M = (M,, z E Wl} be a continuous two-parameter LJ-martingale with respect 
to a filtration {S:, z E Wt} which satisfies the usual conditions of Cairoli and Walsh 
[2]. Let / be a ‘6’-function and consider the compact version of 16’s formula (cf. 
[4, IO]). The expression of f( M,) is distinguished from the one-dimensional case 
(besides the intervention of the third and fourth derivatives off) because a new 
martingale 6 is involved. If M is strong, this martingale, denoted by J,,,, was 
introduced by Cairoli and Walsh [2]. In the general case it is obtained as the limit 
of sums of the form I,, M(J!,)M(Af,). Formally, it can be regarded as the stochastic 
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integral Id, hf ~~izI, but this kind of integral can only be rigorously defined for special 
classes of martingales (like strong martingales). 
The martingales M and A? are not orthogonal (that means (icf, b-f) f 0) except 
in some particular cases, for example when M is strong (cf. [2, p. 149, Remark 2’1). 
In [lo] it is shown that in the filtration generated by a Brownian sheet, a square- 
integrable martingale M, zero on the axes and with path-independent variation, 
satisfies (M, izi) = 0. 
This paper is devoted to investigating the orthogonality between the martingales 
M and Kf. The main result is that path-independent variation is a sufficient condition 
for (M. A?) = 0 in the general case, assuming that the underlying filtration satisfies 
the condition (F4) of Cairoli and Walsh. This result (Theorem 2.1) is proved in 
Section 2. In Section 3 we investigate the reciprocal implication. We show that the 
converse is not true (that means, there are martingales without p.i.v. and satisfying 
_ 
(M, nf) =0) in some particular two-parameter filtrations (product of filtrations 
generated by two independent, multi-dimensional Brownian motions with a suitable 
dimension, and filtration generated by a Brownian sheet). The construction of such 
martingales is based on the existence of a non-trivial solution for the stochastic 
ditrerential equation X dX + Y dY=O (proved in [IZ!]). Finally, in Section 4, we 
show that if the martingale is not zero on the axes. the condition p.i.v. does not 
imply (hf, iif) = 0. 
1. Notations and definitions 
WC consitlcr on W: the usual partial ordering (s, I) :? (s’, I’) if s s s’ and I r: I’; 
we will write (s, I) < (s’, !‘) ifs < s’ and I < I’. For Z, Z’E IRS, 2 < z’, ]z, ~‘1 will bc the 
set ([c Iwt : z < <=2 z’}, and similarly we drfinc [z, z’]. At some places, spccilically 
when we use integrals on the plane, we will put R1 =]O, z]. 
Let (0, 9, P) bc a complctc probability space and let {s:, z E [wt} be an increasing 
family of sub-(r-fields of 3. We will write TV, to denote ,q,,,,.,,. We assume that 
{Y:, ZE[W~} satisfies the usual conditions of Cairoli and Walsh [I]: {.Y2, ZE [wt} is 
right-continuous, T,,,, contains all null sets of 3, and (condition (F4)) if we define 
9, I = v,,_,, Y,,, and TX, = V,, so s,,,. then 9, f and Ta, are conditionally indepen- 
dent given 9,,. 
Let X = {X:, 2 E [w’,} be a two-parameter stochastic process. If : = (s, f), the 
random variable XL will be also denoted by X(.s, I) or X,,. If X = {X,, ZE[~?,} is a 
right-continuous process, we will write X = 0 if for almost w E U, we have X,(W) = 0 
for all : E iwt. 
A stochastic process M = (M,, z E W’} adapted to {Y2, : E IRS} and integrable is 
said to be a martingale if for each Z=Z z’, E[M,./FZ] = hf,. We will denote by 
.lfy (pa I) the set of all continuous L’-martingales M = (M,, zclw’,} (that is, 
E[Ihf,I”]ccc for all ~~iwt); and for Z,,E DBz by .U~(Z,,) the set of all continuous 
martingales AI = {M,, 2 E [0, -_,,I} with E[IM,,I”] <a. 
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Let z = (s, I) be a point of W:. A grid over [O, :] will be a finite subset f = f’ x f’ 
of [O,z[,r’={s ,,..., s,}, O=s,<**.<s,<s and f’={t ,,..., r,}, O=r,<.**< 
t,<t. For : ‘E 10, z], f.. will be the set {SE f: z”< z’}. If u = (s,, r,) is a point of 
the grid f, we will write A,=]~,,~,+,]x]r,,r,+,],A~=]s,,s,+,]x]O,~] and Ai= 
IO, s,] x]r,, I,+,], with the convention s,,,, = s and tq+, = t. The norm of the grid is 
the number 
Ifl= max {Is,+,-s,l+It,+,-t,l]. 
i=l.....p 
J=i,....,, 
Let {f “, n 2 I} be a sequence of grids over [0, z]. {f “, n z 1) is said to be a standard 
one if f”+’ . IS a refinement of f” and lim,jf”] =O. 
The increment of a process X = {X,, z E Ri} over the rectangle A = ](s, f), (s’, t’)] 
is 
The process X is said to be increasing if it is right-continuous, XI = 0 on the axes, 
and X(1; 2’1) 2 0 for any rectangle ]z, z’]. 
Let M = {MT, ZERO} be a martingale of -Cl:, p> 2. From Theorem 3.4 of [9], 
there exists a continuous increasing process (M) = {(IV),, z E Rj} such that for any 
Z,)E Wl and for any standard sequence of grids {I“‘, n 2 l} over [0, z,,], 
E 
El _ 
p/z 
lim sup C M(A,,)‘-(M): I 1 =O. n rc[0. :<,I 141 I ‘:’ 
This result has been proved in [9] for martingales which are zero on the axes, but 
is still true if this condition does not hold because M(A,,) is a rectangular increment, 
which does not depend on the values of M on the axes. 
Let M be a martingale of JU:, p 5 2. Then (see Lemma 3.2 of [9]) there exists a 
martingale h? of Jlfl” such that for any Z()E Wi and for any standard sequence of 
grids (I”‘, n 3 1) over [0, zo], P/2 
lim sup E 2: M(A:)M(A;,)- til = 0. 
” rG[o. :,,I [I ut r; I 1 
As before, we do not require M to be zero on the axes. 
If M and N are in .Uf, by polarization we can define a continuous bounded 
variation process given by 
(M, N)=:((M+N)-(M)-(N)). 
In particular, for M in &, the martingale @ belongs to Jt: and we can introduce 
the continuous process (M, fi). Besides, by Lemma 2.5 of [lo], we know that for 
any z. E W’, and for any standard sequence of grids {f “, n 5 1) over [0, z,], 
lim us.” [M(A!,)M(At)M(A,)-(M &(A,)1 =O 
n 
(1.1) 
in probability. 
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For a martingale M, we denote by M., and M,. the one-parameter martingales 
{MS, yS=, s E R,} and {M,,, SW,, t E R,} respectively. 
Definition 1.1. Let M be a martingale of .Wz. M is said to have a path-independent 
variation (p.i.v.) if for any ZER: and for any pair of increasing and continuous 
paths y, 7: [0, l] + rWt such that y(O) = r(O) = (0,O) and y(1) = r(1) = z, we have 
(M,,.Jr = (M,,.J,, a.s. 
We can state the following characterizations of this kind of martingales: 
Proposition 1.2. Let M E Jl:, p 2 2, be such that M vanishes on the axes. Thefollowing 
properties are equivalent: 
(1) M has p.i.u. 
(2) M’-(M) is a martingale. 
(3) (M,.), =(M.,),for all (s, t)~Rc. 
(4) For any z E IR: and for any standard sequence of grids {f “, n 2 l} over [0, z], 
lim 1 M(Ai)M(A,)=O (1.2) 
n “Cl‘” 
and 
li,m 1 M(Af,)M(A,,)=O. 
141 I” 
in the LPI’-convergence. 
(1.3) 
Proof. The equivalence of (I), (2) and (3) has been proved in Theorem 5.1 of [S]. 
From the results of [9] we know that 
lim ,,I&,, M(A!,)M(A,) = (M.,), -(M),, 
and 
Ii; .,:,” M(At)M(A,) =(MJ, -(M),, 
in Lp”. Therefore condition (4) is equivalent to the preceding ones. Cl 
If M E.,M~ is vanishing on the axes, the following decomposition holds (cf. 
Theorem 3.4 of [9]): 
M;,=2 
I 
M:dM:+21Z;j,,+(M,.),+(M.,),-(M),,, 
H., 
where all the processes in this expression have continuous versions. As a con- 
sequence, under the conditions of Proposition 1.2, we have M’-(M)= 
2jM dM+2fi. 
We will need the next results about one-parameter martingales (cf. Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2 of [9]): 
Lemma 1.3. Let (0, 9, P) be a complere probability space and ussume that {.9,, 
I E W,} is an increasing family of sub-u-fields of 9, such that 9” contains the null sets 
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of 9. Let M = {M,, t E R,} be a continuous one-parameter 9,-martingale with M,, = 0. 
Fix to and denote bv A = {s, , . . . , s,}, 0 = s, < s2 < * . . < s, < t, a finite set of points 
of [0, t,]. Consider another finite set A’? A, whose points can always be written as 
a:, i=l,..., n, k=l,... , r,, in such a way that s, = CT: < ai <. * - < ai, < si+, for all 
i. Set IAl =max,{]s,,,-a]}, where s.+, = t,. Then 
,!;F~ sum, E sup j, (M(d+,) - M(d)? =O, 
[i 1 
where by convention we put ut,+, = s,. 
Lemma 1.4. Let {Mj, i= I,..., m},j= l,.. ., n, be a fami1.v of one-parameter martin- 
gales. Set 
Si,= t (M(-Mj-,)* 
( ,=I > 
I/Z 
, 
assuming MA = 0. Then, there exists a universal constant C such that 
2. The main result 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a martingale of .ttf vanishing on the axes. If M has p.i.v., 
then (M, h?) = 0. 
Proof. Throughout the proof, C will represent a constant which does not depend 
on M and the sequence of grids and may vary from line to line. 
Let Z,,E &Ii. For simplicity, we assume that z. = (1, 1). Let us consider a standard 
sequence of grids {f’“, n ,Z 1) over [0, 11’. 
Write f”={(.~,,tj)v i=l,..., p,,, j=l,..., 9,}, ((Sp,,+,,Iq,,+,)=(lrl)). If u= 
(s,, t,) E f “, we will use A,,, AL and At to denote A,, Af, and A:, respectively, that is 
A,, = IS,, ~t+Il XIt,, tj+llr Al, = IL s,+,l x IO, [,I, 
A; = 10. %I x If,, t/+,1. 
From (1. I), to prove the theorem it suffices to show that 
lim z 5 M(A,,)M(AC)M(Ai)=O 
” ,-I,+., 
(2.1) 
in probability. 
Let m > n. Then we will write I“” = {(a,, 7,). i = I, . . . , pm, j = 1, . . . , 9,,,}. For any 
j=l,..., 9,,, we denote by J, the set {j’: T,.E [I,, l,+,[}. Let j’E J,. we introduce the 
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following rectangles 
-I;:,= 10, &IX IT,,, q+,l, A$.= Is,, %+,I x lq, q+,l, 
3$~=10,s,]x1~,~+,, f,+,l and A”,~=lO,s,lxl$, ~,,l. 
Then, 
: ; M(A,,)M(A,+f(A;) =C C 1 M(A”,&‘M(A;W(A;) 
r=l ,=I i 1 j’eJ, 
+C C C M(A4,+WA6,W(A;) 
i J ,‘eJ, 
The proof of the theorem will be developed in several steps: 
(1) We will show that 
li? ;u_y EIIAIII = 0. (2.2) 
Let Ai,.=]s,, s,+,] x]r,, T,.]. By decomposing As,. as U,., .,, A;,... A, can be written as 
A, =; F ,,F, M(~~)M(A;‘,,,)l(~~,,). 
Butxi M(A!,)~~(A~,,.)M(A’,),~~{l,..., 9,,},j’~J,,are Z-differences of martingales, 
that is, for all j, j’, 1, M(Afi)MA~,.)M(A~u~) is integrable, :F,,.,, ,,,-measurable and 
orthogonal to 3, ,,7, ). Using Davis’ inequality for discrete martingales and Cauchy- 
Schwarz’s inequality we obtain: 
z 
)I1 
I/J 
1 1 sup M($,,.)’ 
, ,‘i I, ’ 
zz Cby/,q4h_yJ. (2.3) 
We are going to estimate every term of this expression. 
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(la) Majoration of b,: For each i, {M(Aj,), .tF,,,ja 1) is a one-parameter martin- 
gale. Then, {(xi M(Af,)‘)“*, 9,,, ja I} is a submartingale because it is a convex 
function of the martingales M(A i). Applying Doob’s maximal inequality we deduce: 
sup1 WA;)’ s CE 1 (M(s,+,, I)-M(s,, I))* = CE[M:,]. 
j i 1 [, I 
(2.4) 
(lb) Consider now the term bz. From Doob’s maximal inequality and Burkholder’s 
inequality we have 
=g: “[($“‘AJ’)‘] , s CC E[(M(l, t,+,)- M(1, t,N41 
s CE Syp (M(1, r,+1)-M(l, 1,))**I (M(l, rj+r)-M(l, I,))’ 
[ I 1 
s CIE[sup (M(1, r,+,) 
I 
- M( 1, rJ))4]}“’ * X(M(1, I/+,)-M(1, 5))’ 
I/2 
C(M(I, I,,,)-- M(1, [,I) 
i 
where 6, is the norm of I‘“. 
(lc) Let us consider the third factor of (2.3): 
b,= E [( 
2 
1 C sup M(A;,)’ 
j j’c I, )I . 
We can define the process 
B, =c c SUP (M(K 'J'+,) - M(a; TJ,))*, 
J j'cJ, v~-T 
which is continuous, increasing and FVc,,-adapted. Its associated potential Z, is given 
by 
Cc 1 c E[(M(i, TJ.+l)-hf(lr ~;~))~/~~~l=f% 
j J'EJ, 
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where the last inequality follows by Doob’s maximal inequality. The process {m,, 
SS,, s E [0, l]} is a martingale. Using Garsia-Neveu’s inequality we deduce 
E[b,]s E K 
2 
E 1 syp(Mb,, T,.+,)-hJ'I(s,, T,,)? 
I J’GJ, 11 
s E[B;]sCE[mf]= CE 1 2 (M(1, T,.+,)-M(l, ~,d,~ 
I I’S J, 
s CE[ M:,]. 
From (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain, finally, 
E[IA,I]s Cb;“b;‘4b:‘J 
s C{ E[ ILr;,]}“‘{E[ Ad:,]}“’ 
* {E[,_su,p, IW - ~,~l~l~““I~~~:,1~““, 
_ -_‘C ”
(2.6) 
and the continuity of M implies that (2.2) holds. 
(2) We claim that 
lim sup E[IA,I] = 0. 
n n, -” 
We have 
(2.7) 
A,=CC 1 M(A;‘,,.)M(A~,.)M(At). 
0 , 1’1 J, 
As before, the terms 1, M(dt,,)M(~:,,.)M(nl,), je (1,. . . , q,,}, j’EJ,, are 2- 
dilierences of martingales, and from Davis’ and Doob’s maximal inequalities we 
obtain: 
. (E [sqp(; M(A!,Y)‘]}“‘( E [ (~s;p M(A;Y)‘]}“’ 
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The term d, can be estimated using Doob’s and Burkholder’s inequalities, 
s CE K. 1 (M(s,+,, I) - Af(s,, I)) ’ )I = CE[ M:,]. 
The factor d, can be majorized by CE[ M:,] in the same way as 6,. Let us consider 
the first factor of (2.8). For each j, j’, we have 
hence, we can write 
d, = E sup 
j 
C C M(A;,)’ 
j’e J, t 1 
s E sup x (M( I, T,.+,) - M( 1, ~~4)’ 
i I’F I, I 
1 1 M(A;,+l4(A;,,.) 
t ,“ I, 
(2.9) 
Applying Lemma 1.4 (to martingale ditferences), we obtain the following estimations 
for the second term of (2.9): 
C 1 M(A;.)M(A:,J 
i J’cJ, II 2 I/:! s E f: j,, WA;hWAJ,J >I I 
2 I/Z 
s E j;J, W&bW$,d 
)I I I/Z 
II 
I/Z 
M(A;-)’ 11 1 M(A”,,)’ . (2.10) 
i j J’EJ, 
By two-parameter Burkholder’s inequality (cf. [6, Theorem 11) we can bound the 
second factor of (2.10) as follows: 
2 
xx c M(A;.)’ CC C M(A$) 
d j J*EJ, i J j’iJ, >I = CE[ Mf,]. (2.11) 
In order to estimate the first factor of (2.10). we observe that the process 
,,IJ, W&)‘)“‘, P,,I, i=l,...,p, 
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is a submartingale because it is a convex function of the martingales { M( Ah.), s,, , 
i=l,... , p,}. So, by Doob’s maximal inequality we have 
E supsup C 
[ i i I’” J, 
M(&)’ sup x (M(1, r,.+,)-M(1, T,))’ . 
J J’EJ, I 
(2.12) 
Therefore, from (2.9). (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) we deduce 
d, s E 
[ 
SUP C (MCI, T,.+,) - M(l, +J2 
, J’EJ, 3 
+C 
H 
E sup C (hf(l, r,,+,)-M(1, T,.)) ‘1 . E[M;,,}“‘. (2.13) 
I 1’s J, 
Finally, (2.7) will follow using the preceding majorations for the terms d, and dJ, 
and applying Lemma 1.3 to the right hand side of the inequality (2.13). 
Notice that the convergences (2.2) and (2.7) are true for all martingales M in 
At:. The p.i.v. property will be used for the estimation of E[IA,I]. We are going to 
decompose the remaining term A, in two parts. 
(3) Just the same as before, for any i = 1,. . . , pn we denote by I, the set (i’: a,.~ 
[s,, s,+,[}. Let be j’~ J, and YE f,. We introduce the following rectangles: 
A ,c,,,= ](T,c, (~,~+,]x]r,,~, r,.,,], &‘,,j,~= I%, fl,,]X]r,,. r/c,] 
and 
&,.=]O, 17,.]x]T,., T/+,1. 
Notice that .A:,,,,, = Al:.,, u A:,,,. Therefore 
A,=CC 1 M(A:‘,.)M(A;,,)M(Af,) 
i , j’, J, 
=; ,FJ, ,& M(A,,,,,)M(A~,,,)M(Af,) 
=C 1 1 M(A,,,,,)M(Af,,,,)M(dl,) 
1.1 ,‘t J, t’t I, 
-1 2 C M(A,i’~,)M(Al:~,)M(dl) 
i., ,‘r J, I’< I, 
=A;-A;. (2.14) 
(3a) For the term Aj we can write 
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Suppose that we fix the index n. Taking into account that M is p.i.v., by condition 
(1.3) of Proposition 1.2, the second factor of expression (2.15) converges to zero as 
m tends to infinity, and, therefore, 
lim E[IA;I] = 0. (2.16) 
m-Z.Z 
“>” 
(3b) Consider now the term A;. We have 
E~lA;ll= E 1 C 1 M(A,,,,,)M(A~,~,)M(AI) [I . i.~ ,‘e J, :‘t I, II 
For each i, j, j’, 
and then, 
E[IA;I]+E x M(A;) 1 M&)’ 
‘.I I’< J, II 
+IE [i 2wd:,) x c m4,y)2 1.1 I’+ I, 1’~. I, II 1 I/2 c ;{ E[sup M(A,‘,)‘}“’ E 
1.j 1 [(. 
5 ,FJ, M&,4’ HI 
+:{E[sup M(A,t,)‘]}“’ x C 1 M( A,,.,,.)’ 
i.j 8.1 I’* I, j’, I, 
We apply Durkholder’s inequality to both summands obtaining 
E[IAI;I] c C{ E[sup M(A1,)‘]}“‘{ E[ Id:,]}“’ 
i.j 
s C{ E[ sup ]M, - AI:.]‘]}“‘{ E[ M:,]}“” 
(:-:‘I<&, 
and, by the continuity of M, we deduce 
IiF sup E[IA;I] = 0. 
m -n 
(2.17) 
(4) To summarize, we use the expression (2.14) and the convergences (2.2), (2. 
(2.16) and (2.17) to set 
lim sup E E 1 M(A,J)M(Ajj)M(Af,) 
n [i 1 I II 
7), 
G Iim sup Iim sup (E[IA,I]+ E[IAJ]+ E[lAil]+ E[lA1;1]) =O 
” m-n 
m-* n 
and (2.1) holds. 0 
Remarks. (1) In this proof, we have only used equation (1.3) of Proposition 1.2. 
Thus, Theorem 2.1 can also be stated replacing the condition “M has p.i.v.” by “M 
verifies (1.2) or (1.3)“. 
(2) Theorem 2.1 can be extended easily to local martingales of .C1~.loc (cf. [3]). If 
in the underlying filtration every square-integrable martingale has a continuous 
version (condition which is true in the most important examples: filtration generated 
by a Brownian sheet, and product of filtrations generated by two independent, 
multi-dimensional Brownian motions), the theorem is valid for the martingales of 
Jtz, because (cf. [4, Proposition 61) Jffc JI&,~, for all p > I. 
(3) Let M E 4: vanishing on the axes and with p.i.v. As a consequence of Theorem 
2.1, the term corresponding to (M, 6f) in the Ito’s formula for M will disappear 
and some results about the smoothness of the local time will be automatically true 
for p.i.v. martingales (see [lo]). 
3. The reciprocal implication 
On the complete probability space (n, Y, P) we consider two independent multi- 
dimensional Brownian motions, w = {( rv:, . . . * WV), SER,} and ci/= 
{( ci/:, . . , $7). I E R ,}. We will denote by (9:. s E R ,) and {.Yf, I E R ,} the com- 
pleted filtrations generated by W and @ respectively. Set V,__(, 5: = Y’, and 
V,*,, 9: = 9:. (We may suppose that .vF = :F’,. v 9:)). The product filtration { 3:. : E 
Rt} is defined by 5V, = 9: v 9;. It is known that this filtration is right-continuous 
and satisfies the conditional independence property (F4). 
We can define the bi-Brownian process W” = (WY, ZEIW’} by 
W::(w) = w:(w) w:(w). 
Let Lf(R, x 0) be the set of measurable processes g :R, x R -f R adapted to 
{ 9:. s E iw ,} and such that for all s, E Jbg’(.x) ds <a. Similarly we define Lg(R , x 0). 
We will denote by L’([wt x a) the set of all measurable processes j‘:Rt x fI +Iw 
adapted to (9:: z E Rt} and such that, for all z, E JR: f2( 5) d< < co. 
The results of Brossard and Chevalier [ 1, Proposition l] extend without dilliculty 
to the multi-dimensional case and we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M = {M,, Sz, z E Ri} be a square-integrable nmrringale. 77len 
there exisfjimcfions g,, . . . , g, ofL.~(R+ X O), h,, .. . , h,,, ofL~([w+ X O),f,,, . .. ,f,,, 
of L’(K!~ x f2), determined by M, such that 
bI\, = M,,, + i 
I 
5 
g,(x) d W’(x)+ C h,(y) d *(A 
4-1 0 
+i f 
I 
/;,(x, _v) d W”(.K, _v). 
l-l/“1 R,, 
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For the rest of this section, we will suppose that the martingales are zero on the 
axes. We will introduce some notation. Let M be a square-integrable martingale 
with representation 
MS, = i : f;j(-x, y) d W”(*x, y). 
,=I j=l I 4, 
By Fubini’s Theorem for bi-Brownian stochastic integrals (cf. [ 1, Proposition 2]), 
we can define the processes: 
Y’(S, t)= $ 
I 
‘/,(x. I) d W’(.x), j=l,...,m, (3.1) i=, 
0 
Z’(V)=~~, ‘J,(s,y)dW’(y), 
J 
i=l,...,n, (3.2) 
0 
and we can write: 
M,, = : 
J 
’ Y’(s,y) d+‘(y)= i 
5 
Z’(x, f)d IV’(x). (3.3) 
J=t I, J I=1 ” 
The multi-dimensional Ito’s formula [IO, Remark I] and some computations 
allows us to deduce the expressions of the martingale A? associated to M and the 
variation (M, cf): 
Proposition 3.2. With the above notation, 
fi,, = i f J Z'(x, y) Y’(x, y) d W”(x, y) I L I , ” I H., 
(M, I%?), = 
J 
Z’(x, Y) -/t-x. v) . Y(x, y) dx dy, 
H: 
where Y= ( Y’),--l.....m is an m-dimensional column vector, Z’ is the transpose of the 
n-dimensional column vector Z = (Z’),, ,.,... n and f = (J;,) ,_,.....n,, _, ,,,..“, is an n X fn 
mafrix. 
The next lemma will be needed in the study of the reciprocal implication of 
Theorem 2. I. 
Lemma 3.3. Lef f,, . . , /I1 be processes of L’(R’, x f2) and let h :rWt x R +R be 
93(R’,)@Y-measurable. If 
dsxdrxdP-a.e., 
then 
h(s, I) 1 f;(s, I) =0 dsxdrxdf-a.e. 
(.I, * > 
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Proof. From the results of Stricker and Yor [ 14, Proposition 51, there exists a process 
X :R’, x R + R, 53(R’,)O 9-measurable, such that for all t, the process {X(3, t), s E 
R,} is indistinguishable from {I:=, j;/;(.x, I) d W’(x), 5 E R,}. By Fubini’s Theorem, 
if we fix I (out of a null set), there exists a set ,t, c R, with P(.t,) =O, and if w E .I;, 
then there exists a set S,,, c R, that has Lebesgue measure zero, and if s E ST.,, 
h(s, t, w)X(s, t, w) =o. 
Then 
Fix I (out of the above null set). X(., r) is a continuous martingale and it is 
known (see [ 131) that d < X( ., f) > r does not charge a.s. the set {s > 0: X(s, r) = O}. 
We now modify the set .I, in such a way that if w C .1,, then d < X( ., I) > ,(w) does 
not charge the set {s > 0: X(s, f, w) = O}. 
Since the measure d < X( ., I) > r(~) is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure, then, the set {s E R +: h(s, I, w) f 0} has measure d <X(. , f) > 
v(w) zero, and then 
I 
E 
Ir(s,r,w)d<X(.,r)>,(~)=O forall(ER,, 
0 
and the lemma follows by derivation and Fubini’s theorem. Cl 
Proposition 3.4. Let us consider tire case n = m = 1. Suppose thnt M is n syucwe- 
in~egruhle marringule, vanishing on tile axes. If (M, A?) = 0, then M = 0. 
Proof. The representation of M will be of the form 
M: = /(.K, y) d W”(x, y), 
K, 
and, by Proposition 3.2, we know that 
(M, fi): = f(.~, y) Y(x, y)Z(x, y) d-r dp, 
where 
Y(s, r) = ‘/(.x, I) d W’(x) and Z(s, I) = 
I I 
, 
/(.s, Y) d k’(y). 
I, 0 
We may take measurable versions of the processes Y and Z. 
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Since (M, 6’) = 0, by continuity and Fubini’s theorem it holds that 
f(s.~,w)Y(s,r,w)Z(s,r,w)=O dsxdrxdP-a.e. 
Now we apply Lemma 3.3 twice, and the result follows. cl 
Remarks. if n = 1 (or m = l), p.i.v. martingales vanishing on the axes are identically 
zero (cf. [7, Proposition 2.11). Therefore, Proposition 3.4 is the reciprocal ofTheorem 
2.1 in the case n = m = 1. However, we will see that for n > 1 (or m > 1) the reciprocal 
of Theorem 2.1 is not true.We need an additional lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. Assume m = 1. There e.rist IWO processes f and g of L’(Ri x 0) nor 
identically zero, such that 
f(% t) I,:/( 
I 
, 
w)d+(y)+g(s, I) g(s,y)d+‘(y)=O. 
0 
Proof. Fix F > Oand letfe L?(W+ x 0). By the independence between ( W’, . . . , W”) 
and k’, the process 
x,= ,;T(y,d"(v) I 
is a martingale with respect to the filtration { 9: v 35, I E W ,}. There exists a sequence 
I&? n 5 I} of I-1, I}-valued random variables, Sj. v 9,‘,-measurable (take, for 
instance, 
<,, =sign (W’(i) - W’(s)). 
As a consequence, (see [ 121) we can find a local martingale Y = { Y,, 5: v 9:. I E R ,} 
such that Y,, = 0 and 
XdX+YdY=O. 
We can choose 7 non-identically zero and such that E[ X:] c 00 for all f. For example, 
set T = inf{ t > 0: 1 ci/:l> l} and f( 1) = I,,,. TI( 1). In this case X, = @:,,,. From It6’s 
formula, it is clear that E[ Y:] < 00 for all r; and the martingale Y, admits the 
representation 
Y, = 
I 
j(y) d*‘(y), 
where g:R+ x R +R is a L%(R+)O(S~ v Sd)-measurable process, 9: v 9Sf-adapted 
and such that ES: g’(y) dy <CO for all f. Then 
and the processes f (x. y) =_?(y)lI,,,, and g(x, y) = g(y)&,,, will satisfy the condi- 
tions of the lemma. Cl 
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Proposition 3.6. Let n > 1. There exists an LJ-martingale M vanishing on the axes, 
with (M, 6f) = 0 and not 0fp.i. v. 
Proof. It suffices to study the case n = 2, m = 1, and since in the corresponding 
filtration all martingales with p.i.v., vanishing on the axes are zero, we need only 
to prove that there exists a martingale 
M: = 
I 
f(x, y) d W”(x, y)+ 
R: J g(x, y) d W”(x, y), (3.4) R: 
non-identically zero, such that (M, A?) = 0. 
In fact, for a martingale with the representation (3.4), we have 
(M, A?); = 
J 
(J-(x, y)Z’(x, v) +g(x, y)Z’(.\-. ~1) Y’(.q y) d.\- dy, 
R: 
where 
Z’(s, 1) = J ‘/(.s. _r) d G’(y), Z’(s, t) = ’ g(s, y) d k?(v) 0 J 0 
and 
Y’(.T, t) = J ‘I(*, t) d W’(x) + 5’ g(x. t) d W’(x). 0 I, 
Then, by Lemma 3.5. there exists a non-identically zero solution of the equation 
Jz’+gz’=o, 
which allows us to construct the desired martingale M. 0 
Let now ( W., z E Rt} be a Brownian sheet, that is, a zero mean Gaussian process 
with covariance function E[ W,, W,.,,] = min(s, s’)min( t, t’). We will prove the 
analogous to Proposition 3.6 in the filtration generated by ( W:, z E Wt}. 
Proposition 3.7. In the Jiltration generated by a Brownian sheet, there exists u square- 
integrable martingale M vanishing 011 the axes, with (M, k) = 0 and not 0J’p.i.v. 
Proof. We fix an arbitrary point of Iwt; for simplicity suppose it is the point (1, 1). 
Define the Brownian motions 
wt=A W(](l,O),(s+l,~)]), s20, 
r-v:=VQ cv(](l,;), (s+l, I)]), sso, 
ti: = W(](O, I), (1, I + l)]), t 30, 
which are independent because for all (s, t), the rectangles ]( 1, O), (s + 1, i)], ]( 1, i), 
(Sf 1, 111 and ](O, l), (1, t+ I)] are pairwise disjoint. 
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Let f and g be the processes which appear in the proof of Proposition 3.6, with 
respect to the Brownian motions {( Wi, Wt), s E R,} and {c’:, f E R,}. 
Let D, = [0, l] x [ 1,2] and DZ = [l, 21 x [0, 11. We define the function 
cL((-T t), (sA)=J? ID,(X, 0~&A(f(s-L, r-1)&.,/2](Y) 
+g(s- 1, t- 1)11,,*.,1(~)). 
Let M be the martingale 
R,xR, 
If (s,f)S(l,l), then M,,=O. If (~,t)>(l,l), it is easy tocheck that 
M,, = r (_I+, y) d W.t dG_: + g(x, y) d W: d G;.). 
J R,-I.,-, 
It follows from the construction of M and the proof of Proposition 3.6 that 
(M, A?) =O. On the contrary, M has not p.i.v. Indeed, denote by L,((s,y), I) and 
L?((.T, f), S) the derivatives of martingale M (see [7, p. 1421). For any (s, 1) E [ I, 21’ 
and x E [0, 11, we have 
M(& t), .Y) = ~L((-T I), (5, y)) d WC v) = Y’(s - 1, I - I), 
R., 
and zero for the other values of the variables. If M has p.i.v., then, the integral 
I 
I 
L((.~, 11, .q)lcl((x, I), (.T ~1) d.r 
0 
=v5 I, ,,,I. z](y)f(S-l,f-l)Y’(s-l,~-l) 
+~~,,,,.,,(y)g(s-I,~-l)y'(s-l.~-1) 
would be zero for all (s, f, y, w) except on a null set of Rt x R (cf. [ 1 I, Proposition 
2.21). But this implies (using Lemma 3.3 or by a direct argument) that / and g are 
identically zero, in contradiction to our hypothesis. Cl 
4. Martingales non-zero on the axes 
If the martingale M is not zero on the axes, the notions “M has p.i.v.” and 
“(M, A?) = 0” have different meaning, because the p.i.v. character depends on the 
linear increments of M, and (M, A?) only depends on the rectangular increments 
of M, which are not influenced by the values of M on the axes. In fact, in some 
filtrations there exist p.i.v. martingales which do not verify (M, A?) = 0. The next 
proposition shows the existence of these martingales in the product filtration of two 
filtrations generated by two independent, two-dimensional Brownian motions. 
Proposition 4.1. Let US consider two-independent, two-dimensional Bron*nian motions 
{( Wi, Wf), s E R,} and {( ke:, sz), t E R,} and let &f be (I martingale with respect to 
the product filtration, with representation 
l%f,,=A(Wi+ wf+ k;+ G;,+ ; + 
I ,=I,UI R,, 
r;,(z) d W”(z), (4.1) 
where A > 0 is a constant and _& E L’(iwt x n), i = 1,2, j = 1,2. lj‘ M has p.i.v. and 
(M, 1$=0, thenj;,=O dzxdP-a.e. i= 1,2, j= 1,2. 
Proof. Set 
. ,-r 
Y’(s, t) = A+ f 
J’ 
r;,(x, t) d W’(x), j = 1,2. 
I=, I, 
and 
=‘(s, 1) = A +,j, ‘/b(s. y) d+Q), i= 1.2. 
We also write 
C’(z)= I”(z)-n, i’(z)=Z’(:)-A 
for i= 1.2. 
Since M has p.i.v., we have (see [7, proof of Theorem 2.1]), in vector notation, 
f(z). Y(z)=0 
Z’(z) .j’(z)=O I dz x d P-a.c, 
Let AI” denote the martingale zero on the axes defined by 
M’,‘, = izI,, - M,,,- M,,, + M,,,. 
Since k”= A? = (A?)“, we have, from Proposition 3.2 and relations (4.2), that 
(M, fi): = (M”, n;i”), = i”( x, y) *J-(x, y) . ?(x, y) dx dy 
HI 
I( 
? z 
=A’ 1 1 _i,(-~.v) d-r dy. 
H, ,;I,‘, > 
Using the property (M, 6f) = 0, we deduce that 
2 2 
2 1 J,(z)=0 dzxdP-a.e., 
1-I 1’1 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
which jointly with (4.2) gives 
(f,,(z)+Jz,(z))(Y’(=)- Y?z))=O 
(f,,(z) +fKz(z))(z’(z) -Z’(=)) = 0 
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Applying Lemma 3.3 we obtain 
(f,*(=)+fi,(z))((f*,(=) -fJ=)T+ (_&l(Z) -MN = 0, 
(f,l(=)+fi~(~))((fi,(=)-fi*(=))~+(f,~(~)-fiz(~))z)=O 
d: x dP-a.e., which together with (4.3) implies 
f,,(~)=f,~(z)=f~,(z)=f~~(~)=O, dzxdP-a.e. 
The proof of the proposition is now complete. 0 
Remarks. The existence of p.i.v. martingales with the representation (4.1) and such 
that f,,+fiz+fl, +fz2+ 0 (proved in [7, Theorem 2.11) implies the existence of 
non-trivial p.i.v. martingales with (bJ, h?) f 0. 
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